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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Capes, Sokol, Goodman & Sarachan, P.C. Implements Best Authority
Light to Produce an Excellent Tables of Authorities
LEESBURG, VA – July 23, 2013 – Levit & James, Inc. (www.levitjames.com), developer of the
industry-leading Table of Authorities (TOA) software Best Authority, announced today that Capes,
Sokol, Goodman & Sarachan, P.C. has implemented Best Authority Light to dramatically improve
proficiency in TOA generation. Best Authority Light was designed for small firms and solo
practitioners. It includes the most important capabilities of the Premium edition at a lower price.
Capes, Sokol, Goodman & Sarachan, P.C.’s practice areas include litigation, appellate, business and
finance, real estate, tax, white collar, and family law. The attorneys in the litigation and appellate
practice areas frequently create briefs that require a TOA. The staff was prompted to seek a more
efficient solution than using Microsoft Word for creating a TOA. With the purchase of Best Authority
Light, the lawyers have been extremely happy with the results and the staff has received positive
feedback.
Lauren Dodge, Legal Secretary at the firm, commented, “Best Authority Light is well-suited for the
work we do. It has been a blessing for me personally because I am responsible for creating all the TOAs
for the attorneys. I now spend 30-45 minutes, at the most, putting together a TOA, which is a fraction of
the time it used to require. I strongly recommend Best Authority Light to other law firms. The software
has dramatically improved our daily workflow and has supported our continued success by providing
proficiency and excellence in generating a TOA.”
Ian Levit, Vice-President of Levit & James, commented, “We are thrilled that Best Authority Light
provides an efficient way for Capes, Sokol, Goodman & Sarachan, P.C to create TOAs. We continue to
prioritize the needs of our customers and encourage their feedback to help us develop useful and
intuitive software.”
For more information about Best Authority Light, please visit http://www.levitjames.com/Products/BestAuthority.aspx

About Levit & James, Inc.
Levit & James, Inc. is a Microsoft Certified Partner with a Gold ISV/Software Competency based in
Leesburg Virginia, and is a leading provider of Legal Software. For 25 years, Levit & James’
customers, including government agencies, law firms, corporations, and individual users, have benefited
from the company’s thoughtful and time-saving word-processing utilities.
Levit & James has produced a wide spectrum of useful software applications for the legal industry,
including Best Authority, CrossTown, CrossWords, CrossEyes, CrossFingers and Stylizer. 80% of the
top one hundred U.S. law firms use Best Authority for their TOA needs. For more information, please
call Ian Levit at 703.771.1549, visit www.levitjames.com or email ianlevit@levitjames.com. Follow us
on Twitter @levitjames.
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